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if youre looking for an intermediate to cisesaises giving the student directed practice on
advanced level ESL reader that can enhance such skills as pronunciation word forma-

tiontheenglishthe english proficiency of nonnativenon native speak-
ers

structure spelling idioms etc follow-
ingwhile at the same time introducing them these exercises are questions on the

to some distinctive aspects of the american reading and a list of further readings on the
background then this book is a good subject with easy readings designated
choice the quoted phrase above is from the I1 have used this book with many non-

nativeauthors own preface and states very precise-
ly

speakers of english and found them
the twin accomplishments of the book uniformly enthusiastic about the readings
there are 48 different readings covering because they felt they were learning english

a wide range of american topics from as they learned about america I1 have found
the first americans to the national it especially effective to assign a series of

parks in between distinctive american related readings from the book such as a
holidays religions historical events political reading on martin luther king and one on
processes characters and inventions are all the civil rights movement or a reading on
featured along with many others susan B anthony and one on womens

the book is very flexible owing to liberation many such significant juxtahuxta
several features first the readings increase in positions are possible from the readings I1

difficulty through the text relating to a strongly recommend the book and plan to
wide range ot student abilities second continue to use it in ESL classes

after each reading there is a series of exer greg larkin




